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Frequency Response of a ~ Loop

A typical method of constructing a ~ (time rate of change of the
magnetic field) loop uses a pair of coaxial cables driving a twinax cable.
The CO-%2. cables =e tied together at the end opposite the twi”naxto form
a loop of either the split shield type or the aoibus type described in a
previous note. However, considering that .the loops must drive typically a
100-olxncharacteristic impedance cable, the ltiitation of the freqwncy
response comes not from the loop transit ttie but from the tine constant of
the loop inductance and the impedance driven @ the loop. Any desired
frequency res~onse can be obtained by lowering the size of the loop to de-
crease the inductance but this also lowers its sensitivity.

For EJ!Fwork sensitivity may not be a problem, but signal ta noise
ratio is. The radiation noise signal from Cazpton currents in the cable
cer.tezconductors is detexnined by the length of both signal cable ac6 cable
in the loop. In addition the EMP itself will induce noise signals in the
signal cables and, since the loop sensitivit-yand thus the signal strenZth
goes as the square of the loop dimensions, there may be some ativ~~tagein
optimizing the sensitivity for a given frequency response. If less sensi-
tivit’fis ties<re?,then an opti.nizationproced-~-eshoul~ raise the freqcency
response of the loop as an added bonus. ~. p~ose of \his note is to

discuss the nsxkization of the frequency res~anse of a B loop.

The problem of the air conductivity and its effect on the * loop
response will not .oediscussed here and all the calculations assu.e a
nzgli~~ble conductivity.

II. Transit ‘TtieLimitation

The first and most basic limitation to ttiefrequency res~onse of a
i lcop is the transit time ckLara~teristic of the loop dimensions. ~o~ the

loop in figuxe 1 driving a resistive load Z1 (given by the cable impedances
and reamer of hookup, e.g., split shield or =oibus loop) L.Libtiyhas she-m
(in the I.R.Z., Sept. 19+6) that, for purposes of’calculation, thic leap
structure can b= considered as shown in figure 2, in
ture is extended to form a shortea transmission line
ma~ntaine~ the same as in figure 1. From this mcdel
trmsit time li.zitation.
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For the op~ignm situation in which Z1 e’qualsthe characteristic

imped=ce of this equivalent ~iansmissionline, any signals will be
terminated. Sinc6 the only pi-acewhich these signals can be introduced
is-at the opening (through Zl) at the top, the time, d+ , requiredto

tget the.signal back and termnated into the coaxial lines represented
by 21) is just the round trip transit time or.—

d:= u
..

/. . (1]
.—L

where c is the veloeity.oflight.
. .

This time,ti~t,represents a time dispersion introduced into the
signal by t’heloop and thus correspondsto the”fastest‘possiblerise time
of the loop as a sensor.oY’~.” I?r:mthis, one can calculate a mximum
frequency response, fro=, of t“heB loop as ‘“

.{ij ““

This last equation assumes that th$ time const~t appropriate fOr
the rolloff frequ~~cy is approxirnateUytwice the rise time, U$t.
bound can also bepu~ on the loop radius, am=, for given desired
response, ~c.

calcu~ating
An upper
frequency
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This is illustrated in the following table for a few values of frequency
response. r

fc (Megacycles,l. ~ *Y (Centimeters]
.,
—

100
200
300

15.2.
7.6
5.1

Table 1: ?kxirnumloop radius for a desired frequency response
--- : -=, .

T!ms a first bound i~ placed on the problem, i.e., one of the loop dimensions
has been limited, automaticallylimiting the allowable loop area.
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Loop Induct&ce
“::---.=---- ‘-..,.>-. ‘.,.L- .:.:+.,,-*.,- , # -C = 2-=’”..+’‘.,. ‘–%$--=“=-’ ‘~”” -: “

-~ow>~@t .~~e$F.~s$tjt_.~Ie.IQon~trai&ts ‘&e calcjlat ed for the loop
‘.t$eproblem~be~omes,one.Qf_,ho,w.to realize.this rn~.irn.~.frequencyresponse.
To do this o~e c~lookat.’the equivalentloop structure given in figure 2
~d cons~$ain ~he.,ch8ra_~ter<st<cimpedance of this structureto be equal to
Z1 so that all signals on the loop are terminated. Another way to consider
this problem i~ to.ec.alcula~e~ low frequency inductance,L, of the loop
ad calc@”ate.t,he,rise ‘irne$+- ~ for the response to a,step ~ signal as

----Y i.~ _..- M ‘:-.
““:&”L5’4 = 2 L/Zl - (4)..

-— ... . :,–,-.” i.. >-...-..
To optimize the $r_equencyresponse,
round tri,ptrtisit. tim~,_d~t, giving.— : .—:,-’.. .. . . ~ ,.–

,. .. ...:
... L =xa:-

.’-Z1 c.,----

one c-anequate this rise time to the

,.

The inductance of the loop constructedfrom two coaxial lines, Ll, is given
by

I ,()“Ll = ~. a(ln” ~~ - 2)””=120 T c)”a(ln 8a’ -2) (6).. . rb... .c .- -_ . .:. ,,
,.– .

where a and D We as given in figure 1, c is the--velocityof light and 120Tr
is the impedance of free space (ohms). This expression is accurate only for
large a/b. Substituting-thisinto eqn. (5) then

.

,-.,~

---\ )

Jn” 8a =%+2 (7)
-r T-- .:.

For a t~ical value-’ofZ1 of 100 0 for the split shield loop.. .,= <,

~/b ~ 2.1 (8)
& ,.. . ,=

At~this poi~t tQe-rati~,a/b is too small for eqn. (6) to be accurate but this
c’alculation,does~oint out that to minimize the inductance of the loop
(m~imize the’frequency response) the cosx s,ize must be an appreciable frac-
tion of the 100Y size. Thus, the effective loop area, and the loop sensitivity,
will be harder to calculate and may become frequency dependent. The problem
becomes worse for the noibus strip loop where Z1 may be typically 252,..
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One way to overcome this is to use krhemely high impedancecoaxial
—

cables for the loops and resistivelymatch these coaxes into the twinsx,
resulting in Loss of “signal. Another way to solve this problem is”to effectively
extend the coax dimensions in the directionof the loop axis but not in the
direction of the loop radius. In this constructionthe loop is extended into a
cylinder as shown in figure 3. Neglectingthe manner of coupling of the signal
cables to the cylinderthe inductanceof this structure,~, can be approxi-
mated as

‘2 = PO ~a2 = 1207r ~ a2 (9)——
k c fi

The length~~,of this cylinder can be varied to give any desired L2. @i-
mizing L2 by eqn. (5) then gives

This result is the same
mission line impedance,

—

= z~ (10)

as that which applies to the loop equivalenttrans-
Z2, i.e.,

(U)

implying that this equivalenttransmissionline is terminated. .

For maximum frequency response,this places a constrainton the”
dimensions

L = 120 lr-
I 51

In the followingtable some
selectedvalues of Z1.

Z1 (ohms)

25
50
100 ‘
200

.

values of this ratio of dimensions are given for

&/a E/2a

15*1
7’.53
3.77
1.88

7.53
3*77
1.88
,94

‘Table2: Ratio of dimensionsfor cylindricalloop
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If these ratios of dime:nsion~are att-$inableand the geometry is truly
cylindricalthen a.i_oopof this kind can be used to optimize the
frequencyresponse by loweri<g the loopinductance to the point where
this limitation is-”thesame .asthe tran$it time limitation.

.* ,, .>.“ ;.
-Iv. - “-L&-itat$onsof the Cylindric~-Loop

.- ,-
,-. The cylindrical loop show in figure i still has not completely
optimized the f~equency response‘becausethe signal is introducedinto
the cotiial cab~es”at only one point. ‘Thetr~sit time limitationsOf
this structur~ can be “approximated.byconsidering the distance along the
wall of’the-cylinder from the point of signal introductiont,o.thecable
to the farthest point on the cylindricalshell giving

,.
.’

‘;a~= y(m )2 + -m2-F - (13)
“! .-..: ,
From thisconsideratio;’the’loop ,radiifor various frequency responseswill
have to be reduced fron tho:~ given in Table 1. .Howeverthere are techn-
iques for circumventingthis l&nitation such as distributingthe signal in-
put to the co-&cial lines by increasingthe number of coaxial cable inputs,
i.e., by splitting each coaxial cable into several cosxial cables as in
figure 4. The coaxial cables on each side ofthe cylindricalloop are wired
in parallel before-joining the twinax cable ~d the transi~_ times of these
coaxes are constrained to be identical. FinQly if the number of coaxes on
each arm of this cylindrical loop is n and if they are driving a twinax of
differentialiqped~ce Z, each of these cosxes must have an impedance,Z
given by 3’

z3.- = n (2/2) (14)
kince n Coake-sin prallel “havetheir’ total ~pedance reduced as l/n s.nd the-
required impedance for a single coax is 2/2. Using this technique,the
revised transit time limitation o~.eqn. (13)”can be made to approach a
minimum v~ue-giyen by eqn. (1). However, it would not seem profitable to
extend this procedure much beyond the point,wherethe distance between the
coaxe-son each arm of the cylindricalloop is comparable to the loop circum-
ference.

.-

This technique c& also-be modified to get &ound the large length-
to-diameter ratios for low impedance structures (necessaryfor the moibus
strip loop) by splitting the cylindricalstructure into two or more such
structuresas .infigure 5.
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Here again the co~ial arms of the loop are wired in parallel but
account must now be taken of the differencein arrival time of the
EM signal at each loop. This means that the coaxial lines on the
cylindrical structurescloser to the EM source‘must have their
transit times longer than the coaxes on cylindricalstructuresmore
distant from the EJ-source so that the sign~ from.aJ.lthe cYlin~i-
cal loops will arrive at the twinax junction at the same time. —

These two techniquesmake the loop either (1) a distributed
device or (2) a traveling wave device. By judiciouslycombining
these tw~ techniquesan optimum frequencyresponse can be obtained
and the B sensor can be kept from becoming unwieldy’indimensions.

Finally the junction of the loop structure to the cables must
be considered. In effect there must be as smooth a transition as
possible between the equivalenttransmission”linedescribingthe loop ‘
structure and the coaxial cables which carry the signal to the twinax,
or reflectionstill occur at these junctionsdecreasingthe frequency
response.

v. summary

Four limitationsmust be considered in the design of a b loop
for maximum frequencyresponse:

,-

(1) The loop radius. This determinesthe signal transit time
on the loop structure.

(2) The matching of the impedancesof the equivalenttransmission
line of the loop ~d the group of coaxial lines leading to the twinax.
This can be done with a cylindricalloop.

(3) The nab= of coaxial lines on each arm of a cylindrical loop.
This must be such that the separationbetween cables on an arm is less than,
,theloop circumference.

(4) The.size of the structure. A cylindricalloop can be split
into more than one loop to shorten its length and give a more manageable
structure.
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A remaining problem is the smoothing of all transitions to minimize
reflections. Again, it must be emphasizedthat the effects of air
conductivityhave not been included in this discussion.

CARL E. BAUM, l/LT, USAF
9 December 1964
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